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The novel coronavirus of 2019, COVID-19, also known as severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), has spread from its origin Wuhan,
China to the rest of the world. It is important to note that while the number
of new cases has reduced in China lately, they have increased exponentially in
other countries including South Korea, Italy and Iran. In India, the COVID-19
trajectory appears assured to change modes. While the number of incidents
grew slowly in February, they doubled in just ive days in mid-March from 100
to more than 236, and now at the end of April, the cases reported are 29,435.
These numbers are possibly an underestimate of the infected and dead due
to limitations of surveillance and testing. . The Indian government declared
a countrywide shutdown for a period of 3 weeks from 24th of March to help
prevent the spread of the virus. Most of the affected people had connection
with lyers from covid-19 affected countries; some of them had no such interaction, indicating that community transmission could have started in several
parts of India. Thus, an important collective goal is to reduce the outbreak and
to latten the peak of the outbreak curve. Cooperation is a crucial tool in the
COVID-19 battle. There is a need to identify and ind a way around the particular threats, the overarching cultural and social patterns in our area. This
article discusses the tactics that should build for handling the crisis.
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with rising igures and around3.04 million conirmed cases of COVID-19 were recorded by the
global watch at the time of this writing. On a brighter
note, 8,94,000recovered completely and on a negative side 2,11,000 lost precious lives (WHO, 2020).
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In December 2019 a novel coronavirus (SARS-CoVDOI: https://doi.org/10.26452/ijrps.v11iSPL1.2219 2) has been irst discovered and recorded in Hubei
province in China. Sadly, social distancing steps not
Production and Hosted by
being in effect in China until it was too late resulted
in hospitals to be illed and accelerated spread was
Pharmascope.org
witnessed, culminating in a sharp increase in new
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infections (Gudi and Tiwari, 2020). India’s COVID19 situation is decently improved than other counINTRODUCTION
tries already affected, thanks to the precautionary
steps. India, however, has not escaped the panWho would have ever thought that the 21st cen- demic, where it still comes into a place of risk.
tury, having the best of medical advances and
the health care infrastructure, will witness the The worse things about any epidemic are the transunprecedented pandemic of the novel coronavirus, mission of viruses from mild or asymptomatic popuCOVID-19, which is undermining humankind world- lations, which has been seen in the case of the SARSwide (Sarin, 2020). Every day we are provided CoV-2 infection (Krishnakumar and Rana, 2020). If
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this pattern persists then the virus will build itself
into the community and quarantine would be dificult to prevent the spread of the virus. A brief
overview of the corona virus including the host,
symptoms, mode of transmission has been mentioned in Table 1. The government has taken certain
measures to curb the spread but people don’t perceive the situation effectively. Government of icials
in all countries continue their efforts and strategies to reduce human-human contact by encouraging country-wide shutdowns of public spaces as well
as numerous measures to ensure people’s safety
are being taken such as social distancing and selfisolation, which restrict the social relationships.
This would minimize the possibility of COVID -19
spread to humans by fracturing the transmission
chain and the addition of new COVID -19 cases (Vellingiri et al., 2020).

the country’s population. Isolation has already been
established in the country, resulting in patients with
reported or suspected with COVID-19 feeling dread
of the effects of their illness, and those who are in
the quarantine may experience isolation, depression and rage, along with other emotions (Wiederhold, 2020). Consequently, isolation has made some
patients escape away from the hospitals and hide
thus spreading the disease further. Peoples suffering from covid19 committing suicide were also
noted. Thus, we can see that the pandemic is having a psychological impact on the patients as well
people around them leading to these kinds of situations. Therefore, to help preserve the isolation, it is
important to raise the trust of the patients as well as
fellow citizens. People ought to be advised to report
whether they have any signs or know anyone with
the condition as quickly as possible to get provided
In India, it has been noticed that so many people with help.
are not serious about the life-threatening calamity Setups of equipment and bed
of COVID-19 (Krishnakumar and Rana, 2020). Prac- Health care personnel and facilities are scarce and
tising habits such as self-isolation, social distance, can not accommodate a large number of infected
and exposure to health services only when symp- patients (Vellingiri et al., 2020). Developing and
toms are extreme may be insuf icient due to inad- poor countries lack an adequate health care system
equate awareness and analphabetism in develop- to wage a strong attack (Arora et al., 2020). The
ing countries. The dispersal of disinformation and primary goal for the health system is to brace hosfalse beliefs among the people through social media pitals and clinics for the unexpected heavy-volume
is also one of the cause of this lacuna (Arora et al., in low of patients requiring the development of pro2020). Therefore, it is need of the hour to act cedures for the trial and isolation of patients in
urgently and need to act now to reduce the loss from emergency departments so that COVID-19 patients
this epidemic, dissemination and transmission.
will not interact with ”regular” patients and spread
the infection (Rudnicka et al., 2020). Due to the
shutdown, schools, colleges, ’dharamshalas’ are all
vacant which can be used to isolate the infected
According to an article released by the COV-IND-19
patients. As seen in other countries, the use of staResearch Group, it has been calculated that India
diums as emergency covid19 can be done in India
could see between about 100000 and 1-3 million
also.
con irmed COVID-19 cases by mid-May if the virus
keeps spreading at its current pace. Therefore plans Availability of diagnostic testing and screening
to combat this pandemic need to be built (Pulla, The key problem in India is the availability of diag2020)
nostic testing resources which are required in large
quantities and at the point of care. Experts in pubEliminating the “infodemic”
lic health need to expand the testing to all patients
As COVID-19 continues to spread, so are the facts with serious acute respiratory distress syndrome
— and myths — around it (Wiederhold, 2020). It or extreme pneumonia, and inally to patients with
is of paramount signi icance to empower people moderate symptoms (Rudnicka et al., 2020). Less
with the right facts because misinformation and number of health care professionals is also leadincorrect assumptions begin to circulate contribut- ing to a delay in the screening of people around.
ing to another “infodemic- a social media pandemic”. Thus other health professionals like physiotheraSocial networking has proved to be a powerful plat- pists, occupational therapists, dentists, should also
form for transmitting all the outbreak alerts, and be trained with the procedure of screening. It is neccareful screening must be performed to transfer essary to increase the number of ”COVID warriors”
accurate information.
so that the country is not on short of health profesBoosting the con idence
sionals and tackles the disaster in time.
DISCUSSION

The everyday surge in cases has led to a menace in A strategy developed by Kerala suggests the build78
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Table 1: A brief overview of coronavirus
Virus
COVID19
Host
Incubation period
Spread

Symptoms
Complications
Treatment

Prevention

Bats,pangolins
3-14 days(peak- 12.5 days)
Human-human via the respiratory droplets while coughing and sneezing;can
spread from an asymptomatic, carrier as well as an infective state of a person
depending on the immunitystatus (Singh et al., 2020).
Triad-fever, dry cough and dyspnea (Singh et al., 2020).
severe acute respiratory syndrome, pneumonia, kidney failure and sometimes
death(in severe cases) (Banerjee and Arora, 2020)
As such no speci ic vaccine available.
A vaccine is under trial phase 1;
hydroxychloroquine & Chloroquine in less severely ill patients is proven to be
bene icial (Singh et al., 2020).
Isolation being the mainstay. Use of masks, maintaining hygiene, proper handwashing, proper cooking techniques, proper sneezing techniques, early medical approach.
Educating other people about the same

ing of inexpensive kiosks for mass collection of
samples of people for COVID19 to increase testing.
Another strategy by the city Bhilwara in Rajasthan
has come to notice, called SCST- Surveying, Combining,Screening and Testing. There was extensive door
to door survey done covering 22 lakhs of the city’s
population within a week, to determine who was
suffering from in luenza-like symptoms. Around
7000 people were quarantined and also monitored
via an app. The city now disinfects its containment
zones and hotspots every single day. Thus, a similar
strategy can be applied to other regions of the country also.

nity (towards their predecessor counterpart) in the
host (Biswas et al., 2020).

Most deaths have arisen in the elderly population as
a result of novel infection with coronavirus, while
the children and the young adults have comparatively milder diseases. Therefore, the COVID-19
infection would cause the host or the patient to
develop humoral as well as cell-mediated immunity and at the same time, the immune selected
viruses may acquire mutations with greater potential for infection or altered antigenicity. This would
undoubtedly strengthen them during subsequent
waves of infection to avoid pre-existing immu-

CONCLUSIONS

To be prepared for upcoming challenges

In the coming days, the patients who have completely recovered from COVID-19 and those who are
asymptomatic but may exhibit viral shedding in faeces are going to pose a new problem for hepatologists and gastroenterologists. Is there going to be a
2nd epidemic, reactivation and new wave of infection of COVID-19 via a faecal-oral route? The need
of the hour is to undertake well-planned clinical trials of symptomatic and recovering patients to produce more scienti ic data not only on the progresAssisting the quarantined
sion of the disease but also to establish appropriate
Due to the long-term shutdown, there has been shut techniques for clinical management (Sarin, 2020).
down to the income of a lot of people also. India is
a developing country comprising most of its popu- A big aim of the public health sector is to reduce
lation from the rural and middle class. Thus, mea- the progression and latten the disease curve’s edge.
sures have to be taken to provide them with assis- To accomplish this goal, authorities must inform the
tance in time for survival. To prevent another crisis public about the various facets of disease transmission that need to be addressed immediately to comin the time of an existing crisis is essential.
bat the disease.
Herd immunity

Strategy and approaches to public health may be
similar in such circumstances around the world.To
prepare well is a priority, and it will be an important lesson to learn from this pandemic.COVID-19 is
a wake-up call and a perfect exercise for reassessing
the ef iciency and resources of the medical research
sectors of each country. In brief, this pandemic has
af irmed the value of a saying ”prevention is better
than cure,” and has trained humanity physically to
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face and defeat this pandemic.It has also identi ied
ran, B., Ganesan, S., Venugopal, A., Venkatesan,
laws in how we talk about healthcare and how we
D., Ganesan, H., Rajagopalan, K., Rahman, P. K.,
plan for the disease. COVID-19 is not only a burCho, S.-G., Kumar, N. S., Subramaniam, M. D.
den but also an incentive to develop our services and
2020.
COVID-19: A promising cure for the
systems for health care, but most of all, to underglobal panic. Science of The Total Environment,
stand how to be more alert during the next emer725:138277–138277.
gency crises.
WHO 2020. Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) Pandemic. World Health Organization.
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